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Description

Check bool OpTracker::check_ops_in_flight for detail information.

Associated revisions

Revision b2bfd6cc - 02/20/2016 05:16 AM - xie xingguo 

common/TrackedOp: fix inaccurate counting for total slow requests

In the original design there are two counters in charge of collecting

potentially problematic requests, namely 'slow' and 'warned'.

Counter 'slow' is responsible for capturing all the requests which have

already hit the "complain" limit and shall be marked as "slow" while

counter 'warned' is responsible for countering those requests which

have already hit the "warning interval" and thus shall be logged and

then outputted.

The problem here is if 'warned' counter hits the log_threshold,

we will quit the entire for loop but there may be residual shard_queues

which may still containing slow requests. As a result, the 'slow' counter

does not reflect the real number of total slow requests in all the

shard_queues under this case. And no slow requests will be tracked

especially when 'log_threshold' is set to zero(Do we do this intentional?

Or else we shall never allow 'log_threshold' to be zero).

The solution for the above problem is to keep counting 'slow' requests

until we have finished traversing all the shard_queues, no matter

whether we have gathered enough requests for logging or not, and if so,

we simply stop counter 'warned' and skip over logging process.

Fixes: #14804

Signed-off-by: xie xingguo <xie.xingguo@zte.com.cn>
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History

#1 - 02/18/2016 10:39 AM - Kefu Chai

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/7690

#2 - 03/02/2016 01:30 PM - Sage Weil

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved
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